
Caesar� Coffe� an� �n� Foo� Men�
222 The Entrance Road Erina NSW 2250, ERINA, Australia

+61243651988 - http://www.caesarscoffee.com.au

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Caesars Coffee and Fine Food from ERINA. Currently, there
are 15 courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What RonWamberal likes about Caesars Coffee and Fine
Food:

So much better than the nearby Erina Fair and IGA quality supplies and excellent coffee which needs constant
restocking and Caesar's offers a great variety of beans to suit any taste. read more. The rooms in the restaurant
are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the

weather, you can also sit outside and eat. What heyabort doesn't like about Caesars Coffee and Fine Food:
Stopped here by chance for lunch. Pretty simple menu (mostly sandwiches etc) but coffee is pretty good. They

have a decent deli which is good for a browse and prices are very reasonable. read more. If you're in a hurry and
need something quick, you can get delicious Fast-Food dishes to your taste from Caesars Coffee and Fine Food

in ERINA, prepared for you in short time, and you may look forward to the delicious classic seafood cuisine. If
you want to have breakfast, a tasty brunch awaits you, and you can look forward to traditional Italian cuisine with

classics like pizza and pasta.
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Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

S�i�t�
SUPPLI

Ho� drink�
TEA

Desser�
BLUEBERRY PIE

MUFFINS

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

PASTA

ICE CREAM

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

MANGO

FRUIT

PASSION FRUIT

CHOCOLATE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00-17:00
Tuesday 09:00-17:00
Wednesday 09:00-17:00
Thursday 09:00-17:00
Friday 09:00-17:00
Saturday 09:00-13:00
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